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By Pr. Didier Raoult*

A

ccording to the terms of
the mission letter that he
received from the Ministry of Health, he was
asked, in the post-9/11
context, to “establish, in close consultation with the Senior Defence Officials of the Ministry of Health and
the Ministry of Research, the state of
play of all the public health measures
and research actions included in the
French and European mechanism for
combating bioterrorism”, to “evaluate
the public health measures currently in
place to prevent and combat infectious
threats” and, above all, to “put forward
proposals to improve both epidemiological monitoring and the treatment
by French and European laboratories
of agents responsible for untreatable
contagious diseases”.

The report of 374 pages that he submitted to the government on June 17,
2003, is an invaluable document. Seventeen years later, it has lost none of
its relevance and remains highly topical. It provides unparalleled insight
into the reasons that led - even in the
most developed countries - to the many
failures and shortcomings observed during the current COVID-19 pandemic.
Its recommendations would deserve
special attention from all governments
and international institutions around
the world as part of the urgent and necessary reflection on how to deal with
the future risks of pandemics linked to
the emergence of new contagious diseases.
* Read (page 12 to 19) the general state of play
set out in the introduction to this report and the
entire section devoted to new contagious diseases.
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t represents a very small card in the jungle of administrative recommendations
issued in France on the occasion of deconfinement, but it is a huge step in
the fight against communitarianism. This three-page document issued by the
Ministry of National Education, under the title of “Coronavirus and the risk of
communitarian withdrawal” is unprecedentedly clear-sighted.
At first glance, the link between Covid and communitarian withdrawal
may not seem obvious. However, the document notes that “various
radical groups are exploiting this dramatic situation in order to gain
new members and to disrupt public order”. To do so, these groups attempt
to “exploit the pandemic as an apocalyptic omen” and to “stir the fears up”,
describing the emergence of Covid-19 as a “punishment sent by God on
whomever He wills”. In so doing, they want to promote a “vengeful satisfaction”, by exploiting the effects of this health disaster “on the customary
mode of revenge”, which is part of a “Manichaean vision of the world,”
opposing “the believers and the non-believers”.
Of course, the “speeches and signs of communitarian withdrawal”, which the document calls for identifying and combating at school, are not limited to the Islamist
dimension alone. The document recommends “taking into account the whole spectrum of radical ideas of communitarianism”, stressing that the communitarian drift
can be “ethnic, religious, cultural, social, political, mystical…”.
However, Islamism – which is a drift of Islam, just as communitarianism stems
from community belonging – takes the lion’s share in the picture where the document describes the “techniques and ways of proceeding” of communitarian radicality: Deliberately generating confusions and antagonisms (Islam/Islamism, community/communitarianism,
identity/nationality, religion/secularity, etc.); Exploiting the
pandemic as an apocalyptic omen; Participating in a Manichaean vision of the world (good and bad scientists, believers and the non-believers, etc.); Criticising all discourses
of authority, especially scientific ones, and at the same time
using them to discredit discourses that are hostile to their
theses. And, mother of all communitarian battles, to advocate,
“the primacy of the rules of the group [community] over the
republican law”.
Yet the “extremist groups” guilty of such practices are not only the Salafi-jihadists
who advocate violence and the clash of civilisations, but also – and above all – the socalled moderate Islamists, of which the Muslim Brotherhood is the head office. For,
while claiming pacifism and the “happy medium”, the latter nourish communitarian
withdrawal and use victimising subterfuges to disseminate a “cultural relativism”,
synonymous with the primacy of the community (of believers) over the Republic, of
the law of Allah over that of mankind.
As bizarre as it may seem, this is indeed the first time that an official French document considers Islamist radicalism other than through the spectrum of violence.
For the first time, through this document from the Ministry of National Education,
the government discourse seems to have integrated the idea that extremism cannot
be defined by the sole and reductive notion of violence/non-violence. That currents
claiming to be pacifist must be perceived and treated as “extremist groups” when
they carry “anti-democratic and anti-republican political projects” or “counter-projects of society that undermine the values of the republican pact”.
It’s a small card for national education, a big step for secularism!

Covid-19
Pandemic
Reignites
Bio-Terrorist
Threats

confidential

Editorial

France: Covid and the
communitarian virus!

In a recent warning note, the US
FBI warned of the resurgence of bio-terrorist
threats in the context
of the Covid pandemic.
According to the note,
“Members of extremist
groups are encouraging
each other to spread
the virus should they
become infected, using
bodily fluids and person-to-person contact.”
According to the FBI,
violent groups described
as “racially motivated
white extremists” have
advised their supporters
to “use spray bottles
containing bodily fluids
to attack police officers
on the street”. Other extremists have suggested,
“spreading the virus
to Jews by going to all
places where Jews might
be gathered, including
markets, political offices,
businesses and workplaces”.
Moreover, a previous
note from the FBI,
issued on March 16,
revealed that Bahgat
Saber, an Egyptian
member of the New
York-based Muslim
Brotherhood, urged
any Egyptian affected
by the coronavirus
to deliberately infect
Egyptian military, police
and politicians. The
activist is said to have
even claimed that if he
contracted the virus, he
would personally infect
the Egyptian consul in
New York.
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Management of
the health crisis in France:

France – China:

Defusing Covidian
fake news crisis

Flood of complaints
against the government
officials

Paris and Beijing are intensifying contacts and initiatives
aimed at defusing the effects of the diplomatic crisis that
broke out between both countries in the midst of the Covid-19
pandemic, following “aggressive publications” issued by the
Chinese embassy in Paris, denounced by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as fake news.
President Macron and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping talked three times since April. As a result, the Chinese embassy in
Paris was instructed to be less aggressive. And a meeting of the
France China High Committee is again on the agenda.

The Court of Justice of the Republic has officially
received around 60 complaints against the Prime
Minister and several members of his government,
including the ministers of Health, Interior, Labour
and Justice. The public prosecutor’s office regularly
continues receiving such complaints, highlighting the
shortcomings in the management of the health crisis,
from associations of health workers and the families of
Covid-19 victims. Some complaints also target former
ministers, including Marisol Touraine, Minister of
Social Affairs and Health under François Hollande.

Facing the Covid-19 crisis:

Sarkozy advises
(and dissuades) Macron
The former President of the Republic, Nicolas Sarkozy,
was in constant contact with President Macron throughout
the Covid-19 crisis. In March, at the height of the pandemic, the
former President had advised the current President to form a
“government of public salvation and solidarity” at the reopening
of parliament, in order to face the post-Covidian political and
economic challenges. However, as soon as the end of the health
crisis began, in mid-May, Sarkozy changed his mind, strongly
advising Macron not to carry out, as originally planned, a
reshuffle around a government of national unity. With a strong
argument: according to Sarkozy, in such a case, it is the Prime
Minister, whoever he is, who would take full advantage of it!

July 14th:

Macron envisions a
“very futuristic” discourse
President Macron envisages a discourse described as “very
futuristic” on July 14th. According to our sources, the
speech will aim to launch a political, economic, social, cultural
and societal reflection with a view to drawing the consequences
of the Covid-19 crisis.

Will the presidential
Airbus ready for the G7?
The Elysee took advantage of the period of
confinement to have the presidential Airbus
overhauled. President Macron hopes to be able to use
it again in the course of June, particularly if the G7
summit in Washington is maintained.

Will the State of health
emergency be extended
until October?
French Prime Minister submitted a draft text
to the Elysee to anticipate the end of the state of
health emergency, in July. He would like this state of
emergency to be extended for a further three months,
until October 24, in order to prepare for a possible
second wave of the pandemic. But the Elysee is reticent, fearing that the announcement of a binding text
could be a counterproductive sign, at a time when the
country is preparing to restart its economic machine.

France:

Services fear a post-Covidian rebellion
The Directorate
General for Internal
Security (DGSI) and the
Central Service of Territorial
Surveillance (SCRT) alerted
the Ministry of the Interior
to the risk of a resurgence of
civil disobedience acts this

summer in the post-Covidian
social context. The Services
even fear possible attacks on
State symbols, including law
enforcement agencies, which
could be carried out by radical right-wing and left-wing
extremist groups.
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A defence council will be
organised by the Elysee in
June to examine this type
of post-Covidian revolts. All
the more so as other Services
reports warned of the risk of
individual or gang violence
that could erupt in some

sensitive districts, in the
suburbs, including terrorist
acts. Intercepted exchanges
over digital networks during
the month of Ramadan
reported such incitement by
propaganda organs linked
to ISIS.
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NEWS

Covid-19 Pandemic

Taiwan warned WHO
of the emergence of the virus
in December 2019

W

hile Taiwan has zation even refuses to certify the vacalerted the WHO cines produced by Taiwan. Of course,
to the emergence the WHO cannot be criticized for deof the virus and fending the One-China policy. Neverthe possibility of theless, why refuse to use the expertise
human-to-human transmission, several of this small territory, which has one of
weeks before China, the UN specialized the best health systems on the planet?
agency continues to boycott Taipei, at Especially since Taiwan used to have
Beijing’s request.
an observer status. Until Tedros AdhaDavid Huang, Taiwan’s representa- nom Ghebreyesus, the current Director
tive in Switzerland, launched a violent General of the WHO, abolished it upon
attack on the local press. “On December his election in 2017. The first African
31, Taiwan informed the WHO and the elected to this post, this Ethiopian docUnited States of potential human-to-hu- tor is accused of being beholden to the
man transmission of the Covid-19. We Chinese. And not only by the American
did not use that term, but
we did mention a SARSlike pneumonia caused
by an atypical SARS-like
virus that required quarantine measures. This
implies human-to-human
transmission,” he says
in the Lausanne daily Le
Temps. However, it was
not until January 22 that a
committee of WHO experts
traveling to Wuhan simply
wrote that “sources suggest that human-to-human
transmission is occurring in
Wuhan,” and that “further
analysis is needed to understand the extent of this
transmission”. And it was
not until March 11, 2020,
that the World Health Organization finally spoke of
Circulate, there’s nothing to see !
a “pandemic”. An unaccep(Lush Aux, Melbourne, Australia)
table delay that has undoubtedly caused the death of tens of thou- president. “The WHO, a Chinese pupsands of people around the world.
pet?”, recently headlined the Mediapart
While Taiwan appears to be one of website.
the countries that is best managing the
In a vitriolic article entitled “A
coronavirus crisis, with only 426 cases challenge for multilateralism: China’s
and six deaths in this country of twenty- instrumentalization of Africa and its
three million people, the WHO Regio- consequences on WHO decisions”, Vanal Office for the Western Pacific is re- lérie Niquet, Senior Research Fellow at
fusing all contact with this country and the french Foundation for Strategic Reis not providing it with regional health search (FRS), recalls that Tedros Adhainformation. The international organi- nom Ghebreyesus was elected head of
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the WHO thanks to very active support
from Beijing. But also that China is “the
first source of foreign investment and the
first trading partner of Ethiopia. Between
2005 and 2019, the cumulative amount
of Chinese investment reached 8% of
the total for the whole of sub-Saharan
Africa. Ethiopia is the second largest
recipient country in Africa. In addition,
the regional headquarters of the Xinhua
agency, one of the main organs of the
Communist Party of China’s external
propaganda apparatus, is located in Addis Ababa.
That’s not all. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, former minister
of Health and then of Foreign Affairs of Ethiopia, who
is now 55 years old, also
has a bellyful of recognition
for the Middle Kingdom.
Indeed, he was a member
of the Ethiopian revolutionary communist organization, the Tigray People’s
Liberation Front, which
was supported by China.
Marxist-Leninist, this organization fought in the
years 1970-1980 against the
power of Addis Ababa, then
supported by Moscow...
From the 1990s, the Tigray
People’s Liberation Front,
which came to power,
changed its name and abandoned all references to
Marxism-Leninism. But the
solidarity remains with the
Chinese big brother. Nor
had Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus forgotten another companion in the struggle
formerly supported by China in Africa,
the infamous Robert Mugabe, the former
dictator of Zimbabwe. In October 2017,
he had chosen him as a WHO Goodwill
Ambassador to help fight non-transmissible diseases in Africa. But faced with
an outcry, the new WHO Director General was forced to resign from this controversial appointment.
Screen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

Welinoo, Copenhagen, Denmark

IRAN

USA blocks delivery
of medicine

W

hile the food, pharmaceutical
and
medical sectors are
officially escaping
sanctions
against
Iran, USA is arranging to block deliveries
of medicines to Tehran. Their weapon?
Endless bank and administrative harassment…
SECO, the Swiss State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs in Berne, does not real-
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ly adopt a neutral tone when discussing
the payment mechanism for humanitarian deliveries to Iran. In a communiqué,
it points out that since the reinstatement
of trade sanctions by the United States,
“Swiss exporters are facing increasing
difficulties in delivering humanitarian
goods to Iran”, even though they are not
normally affected by the sanctions. SECO
adds: “For legal reasons related to these
sanctions, hardly any financial institutions

were willing to make payments in connection with Iran. The few remaining payment channels were expensive, complex
and unreliable.”
Already, in May 2019, the American
think tank Atlantic Council, quoted by
Mediapart, noted that the American Treasury was “prosecuting companies that sell
small quantities of medicines to Iran, with
the result that this has a deterrent effect
on other companies doing business with
Tehran”. In fact, the United States has
been more interested in hindering banks
and financial institutions that conduct the
transactions than in hindering drug manufacturers. It’s more vicious, but just as
effective.
The reason why Switzerland is entering
the fray is that since the storming of the US
embassy in Tehran and the hostage-taking
of the staff, in the aftermath of the Islamic
revolution, the Swiss Confederation is representing US interests in Iran, and vice
versa. The small neutral country serves as
an intermediary, and thus as a messenger,
between the two enemy countries. It also
plays the same role between Saudi Arabia
and Iran. Moreover, the Confederation,
a leading power in both finance and the
pharmaceutical industry, would like to
play a role in the delivery of medicines
to Iran, which has currently the greatest
need of them because of the COVID-19
epidemic.
It has also set up a payment mechanism
for the delivery of humanitarian goods to
Tehran, called the Swiss Humanitarian
Trade Arrangement (SHTA), which was
able to deliver 2.3 million euros worth of
cancer drugs and organ transplant supplies at the beginning of the year. These
medicines are produced by the Swiss
multinational Novartis. Financial transactions were carried out by the BCP Bank
(Banque de Commerce et de Placements).
However, this is only a tiny drop in the
ocean of the enormous needs of a country
of 80 million people, which has become
one of the world’s main centres of the epidemic.
Admittedly, the United States is not responsible for the catastrophic management
of this crisis by the Iranian authorities.
One must remember the Iranian deputy
Minister of Health who stated that “quarantine belonged to the Stone Age”, before
acknowledging the next day that he himself was contaminated! But nevertheless
aggravating the epidemic by blocking the
delivery of medicines means making the
Iranian people pay unjustly - and with often fatal consequences - for the political
behavior of its leaders.
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Central Asia:

Covid 19 pandemic exacerbates
anti-Chinese resentment
The Covid 19 pandemic exacerbates anti-Chinese resentment in the countries of Central Asia.
But, despite the grumbling of the populations, the local governments, financially vulnerable
with regard to Beijing, struggle to oppose Chinese Neo-Imperialism.
By Atmane Tazaghart*

A

n important component
in China’s Belt & Road
Initiative (BRI) are the
Central Asian Republics.
They not only provide passage for Chinese goods to Europe but
are also being developed by China as
BRI energy hubs. As a result, many of
these countries, especially Kazakhstan,
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, that share a
border with China, have witnessed increased Chinese investments in sectors
ranging from agriculture, infrastructure
to telecommunication.
The growing Chinese domination of
the economies of these countries has
witnessed mounting anti-China resentment in all these three countries. However, as the economies of these countries
are heavily in debt to Chinese investors,
local governments have long worked
to contain this resentment and prevent
it from spreading further among their
populations. But is this still the case?
The exasperation seems to have recently reached the political and diplomatic
spheres.
This year, on February 14, the Chinese
Ambassador to Kazakhstan Zhang Xiao
was summoned by the Kazakh Foreign
Ministry to protest against the publication of an article on a Chinese online
news website www.sohu.com titled
“Why Kazakhstan is eager to return to
China”. The Kazakh embassy in Beijing, simultaneously raised objection on
the issue with the Chinese Foreign Ministry. The article in question mentions
that “Kazakhstan is located on territories that historically belong to China”.
Earlier this year, China’s policy to
steam roll its way into being granted
economic projects in Kazakhstan resulted in anti-China protests across six
major cities in Kazakhstan. The protesters expressed apprehension that
Chinese investments would compromise the country’s sovereignty. Fur-

ther, news of the proposed construction of 55 Chinese-owned factories in
Kazakhstan, raised fears among locals
of growing Chinese settlements in the
country. Though China has been projecting these investments as a ‘win-win’ for
both countries, the Kazakhs are skeptical and view these projects as means to
abet the influx of Chinese workers into
Kazakhstan.
The growing opposition to Chinese
presence in the country was visible
when locals in Zaisan district in east
Kazakhstan region, bordering China,
protested on February’19 against local
hospitals being earmarked for housing
Chinese coronavirus patients.
Meanwhile in another Central Asian
Republic, Kyrgyzstan, hundreds of protesters demonstrated, on February’17,
near At-Bashi, in eastern Kyrgyzstan,
against a Chinese investment project,
worth US $ 275 million, to build a logistics centre in that area. The protesters
carried placards declaring “No Kyrgyz
land to China”. The immense public
pressure against this China -funded
venture, finally forced the Kyrgyz government to cancel the project.
Earlier, in August 2019 more than
500 local Kyrgyz residents had clashed
against the Chinese employees at a gold
mine in Solton-Sary. Further, human
rights activists have opposed the installation of facial recognition cameras,
with Chinese assistance, in Bishkek.
This issue was further exacerbated after at least 35 ethnic Kyrgyz students
studying in Bishkek disappeared after
returning to Xinjiang Autonomous Region of China.
A recent survey, conducted in Kyrgyzstan by a US based NGO International
Republican Institute, indicated that an
overwhelming number of Kyrgyz citizens consider China as the main economic threat to the country.
Similarly, in Tajikistan, locals in the
Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region (GBAR) opposed, in June 2019,

the granting of license to a Chinese
company Kashn Sinyui Dadi Mining Investment Ltd for leasing the Yakchilva
Silver Deposit in the Murghab district.
The coronavirus pandemic does not
seem to be slowing China’s ambition
to expand its influence around the world, particularly in Central Asia. Beijing
seems, on the contrary, to accelerate the
steps to ensure its strategic interests.
Witness the recent developments in the

South China Sea, where China has announced the creation of two new administrative districts in the city of Sansha
and where a Chinese coast guard vessel
struck and sank a Vietnamese fishing
boat off the islands Paracel, causing a
new wave of discontent.
However, even if the Covid 19 pandemic heightens anti-Chinese resentment,
local economies are weakened by the
pandemic. This is why governments,

which are financially vulnerable to China, are reluctant to oppose Chinese interests. And therefore find themselves
caught between the anvil of popular
protest and the hammer of this Chinese
Neo-Imperialism.

* Journalist and essayist, editor of Global
Watch Analysis

Harry Greb,
Rome, Italy
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Exclusive revelations

China, world leader in nuclear
and virus proliferation!
Just as the world community
has agreed that it needs to
work jointly to overcome
the challenges posed by
the ongoing pandemic of
Covid-19, consensus must
also be reached quickly
to jointly oppose China’s
blatant disregard for global
standards and its repeated
attempts to distort the
facts in order to circumvent
international regulations.
By Roland Jacquard*

C

hinese cargo ship, Da Cui
Yun, owned by China’s
COSCO Shipping Corporation and sailing from
Jiangyin port of Jiangsu
province of China to Pakistan’s Port Qasim in Karachi, was detained by Indian
customs and security authorities at the
port of Kandla in western India in early
February. The reason for the detention
was one cargo, an industrial autoclave, a
dual use product that can be used in the
manufacture of long range ballistic missiles or construction of satellite’s motors. The product had been mis-declared
as an industrial dryer and was meant for
delivery to an Islamabad-based company, United Construction Company.
The suspected cargo was seized by
Indian authorities and off-loaded from
the ship, following which the Da Cui
Yun was allowed to continue with its
journey.
The seized cargo was brought for inspection by scientists from the Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), a premier Indian R&D
organisation. After the examination,
DRDO experts have concluded that the
seized product was indeed a dual use industrial autoclave .
As expected, the Chinese Foreign Ministry denied the product being of military or dual use under the non-proliferation
and export control regulations. And very
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Fake, NDSM,
Amsterdam,
Netherlands

virulent articles were published in the
Chinese media slamming India’s action
as an act of arrogance aimed at consoliding its supremacy in South Asia and the
Indian Ocean region. An article in the
Chinese State-owned Global Times on
March 8, 2020, exalted China as a ‘major responsible power’ that had fulfilled
its international non proliferation obligations and global commitments as a signatory of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) and charged India of fabricating facts and using the Da Cui Yun incident as a leverage to get the US, France
and other western countries to pressure
China to allow India to join the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG).
The world scientific community is
aware of China’s role in clandestinely facilitating Pakistan’s nuclear programme,
since the 1980s. This Chinese assistance
has enabled Pakistan to develop ballistic
missiles and as per the official claims of
the latter, the country tested Shaheen II,
a ballistic missile with a range of 15002000 kms in May 2019. China’s usual
denials will not change these facts.
However, as we are realizing more and
more each day, China under President Xi
Jinping has been adopting an increasingly
aggressive approach on contentious issues. It’s policy is now to bulldoze its
way through by issuing strongly worded
statements, buttressed by a vast
propaganda machinery. The world
has been recently witnessing this propaganda machine set in motion trying to
whitewash China’s responsibility for the
COVID-19 pandemic. This Propaganda
mocks other countries for their incompetence and their inability to contain the
spread of the virus and establishes China
as the shining beacon that has shown the
way to control the epidemic.
As the world grapples with this unprecedented international health crisis, now
is an opportune time to realize the need
for a concerted international initiative to
stop China’s propaganda and proliferation, whether nuclear or viral!
* Writer and consultant, Chairman of Roland Jacquard Global Security Consulting
(RJGSC)
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The Middle East

The Post-Covid 19
challenges
The consequences of the coronavirus pandemic differ from
one region of the world to another. They are most keenly felt in
conflict areas where public healthcare systems have collapsed
or are severely compromised. The greatest risk is that existing
tensions and conflicts, such as those in the Middle East, might
be heightened. .
By Fabienne Durand*

C

OVID-19 has not affected
all areas in the region in the
same way, so it is understandable that one should wonder
about the impact of this public health crisis which has not been managed in the same way by all the States that
have been affected by it. First of all, what
will the most likely consequences be on the
political and social levels as well as on the
sustainability of the countries in the region?
Secondly, which States in the Arab world
or which world powers: the USA, Russia
or China stand to gain from this unprecedented crisis?
First of all, one notes that COVID-19
has triggered all the usual reactions in the
Middle East although the region, and more
specifically the Gulf countries, have already
had a brush with a similar virus when, in
2012, they experienced an outbreak of
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus, MERS-CoV: denial, at least initially, politicisation of the crisis which was
used as a window of opportunity to attack
opponents, tightening of social controls and
ultimately, the proliferation of conspiracy
theories.
We can see how religious radicals are
exploiting the public health crisis: some
believe that the virus was transmitted by
Shiite communities, while others claim that
it is an “imperialist” virus. Moreover, the
lack of transparency and the unreliability
of the statistics pertaining to the number of
people affected, are typical of an authoritarian culture. Authoritarian regimes resort
to this well-tried practice of telling lies because they believe that their success will
not be measured on the basis of their ability
to contain the pandemic but rather by how
well they manage to hide the human cost
of the virus.
From an economic perspective, the
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consequences of this public health crisis
will not be the same in all the States. Certain countries, like the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia will
fare better. First of all, because these countries possess considerable financial reserves
and secondly, because they have hardly accumulated any debt. This is particularly
true of Saudi Arabia, whose debt does not
exceed 25% of its GDP. Its debt capacity is
huge, even at a time when a barrel of oil is
fetching $25. Saudi Arabia can easily raise
100 -150 billion dollars on the markets,
which would help the kingdom to weather
the public health crisis, while pushing oil
prices down, for some time, without upsetting its internal equilibrium.
Conversely, Iran will be even weaker in
the wake of the crisis. The fact that it turned
to the IMF for help for the first time in 60
years, is a clear indication of this. Teheran’s
decision to come out of lockdown very early; a decision prompted by economic considerations, is further proof of this. To Iran, it
is vital that China rapidly boosts its slacking
demand for Iranian oil and also that China
keeps buying oil from Iran, while circumventing US sanctions.
Several other States in the region find
themselves in a delicate economic situation, which the public health crisis will only
serve to aggravate. This is certainly true of
Lebanon, which, well before the crisis began, had announced that it would suspend
repayment of its public debt; of Jordan,
where public debt is at 97% of GDP; of
Algeria where 97% of the economy depends heavily on revenue from oil sales,
of Tunisia and Egypt whose public debt
exceeds 80% of GDP, and where 50% of
the population is employed in the informal
economy, given that the unemployment
rate is over 20% and that the tourism industry, which represents 10% of GDP, has been
heavily impacted and this year tourism is
virtually non-existent.

Aziz Al-Asmar,
Binnish,
Edlib, Syria

The deterioration of the socio-economic
situation will have repercussions on internal political tensions. Needless to say, it is
in countries that are ravaged by conflict
such as Iraq, Libya, Yemen and worst of
all Syria, where the consequences will be
most devastating, deepening the existing
chaos. In light of this and due to the mutual assistance required in the fight against
the virus, the United Arab Emirates have
stepped up their rapprochement with Damascus. With an eye to providing humanitarian assistance, other countries might
also accept a certain normalisation of relations with the Syrian regime.
On the geopolitical level, the seriousness of this unprecedented public health
crisis, which is affecting regional actors
as well as large powers further afield,
should bring about a general easing of
tensions and conflict and therefore, less
violence. Some, however, be it non-State
actors such as Daesh or State actors like
Iran, might also regard this as a window
of opportunity permitting them to wrigScreen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

gle out of the deadlock they currently find
themselves in.
With regard to the “big international
game” being played out between world
powers (namely the United States, Russia and China) in the Middle East, it is
probable that the United States will now
accelerate its withdrawal and Russia will
consolidate the influence it has thus far
acquired, notably in Syria. On the other
hand, the pandemic, which shrank China’s production and consequently led to a
drop in Chinese demand for oil, has had a
knock-on effect on the agreement between
OPEC countries, led by Saudi Arabia and
those countries referred to as ‘non-OPEC’
countries led by Russia. The meeting held
on the 6th March in Vienna, whose main
objective was to come up with an adequate response to the drop in oil prices,
resulted in Russia withdrawing from the
agreement reached in 2016. Therefore,
the “OPEC+ group” set up in 2016 which
controlled more than half of the world’s oil
production is now at an impasse.
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As for regional balances, Turkey could
benefit from the crisis in Northern Syria,
even if Iran succeeds in maintaining its
positions despite its weakness. Israel does
not stand to gain any influence either. All
the more so because, just like its rival, Iran,
the Jewish State is experiencing significant
internal political discord.
Conversely, the weakened position of
the United States and Russia in the region could work in China’s favour. China is already very active in the Gulf and
Iraq as well as in Egypt and the Maghreb.
Isolated as it is, Iran depends increasingly
on China; and its weakness only serves
to increase its dependency on Beijing.
Furthermore, China could also step in
to provide financing to key States such
as Egypt, that play a pivotal role in safeguarding regional balances. All the more
so because Egypt could represent an important milestone for China in its “Road
and Belt Initiative” (the New Silk Road),
in the Red Sea and the Mediterranean.
China’s strategy to rope in Egypt might

strike the right chord with Saudi Arabia
and other Gulf States.
Chinese interests, however, have limits
and it is hardly likely that Beijing will get
involved in a crisis situation such as that
unfolding in Iraq or Syria as the United
States and Russia had done. It would not
pay China to do that. It will, however, need
to strike a balance between its interests in
Saudi Arabia and those in Iran.
In conclusion, the COVID-19 crisis
should not cause major upheaval in the
Arab, Persian and Turkish world even
though admittedly, this is a trying time both
for the region and for the rest of the world.
Right now, the mood is conciliatory and
open to mutual assistance as none of the influential powers in the region would stand
to gain anything by encouraging social
upheaval and unleashing a wave of political fallout beyond their control, as was the
case in 2011.
* Political scientist & consultant on sustainable development and global warming.
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How to cope with new
contagious diseases?
World-renowned microbiologist and eminent
specialist in emerging infectious diseases, Professor
Didier Raoult, head of the university hospital
Institute in infectious diseases in Marseille (IHU
Méditerranée Infection), was commissioned by the
French government in August 2002 to draw up a
mission report on threats related to bioterrorism and
emerging infectious diseases.
The report of 374 pages that he submitted to the
government on June 17, 2003, is an invaluable
document. Seventeen years later, it has lost none of
its relevance and remains highly topical. It provides
unparalleled insight into the reasons that led - even in
the most developed countries - to the many failures
and shortcomings observed during the current
COVID-19 pandemic. Its recommendations would
deserve special attention from all governments and
international institutions around the world as part
of the urgent and necessary reflection on how to
deal with the future risks of pandemics linked to the
emergence of new contagious diseases.
We reproduce here the general state of play set
out in the introduction to this report and the
entire section devoted to new contagious
diseases:

Introduction

U

ntil the 20th century, infectious diseases and epidemics played a major role
in human history, representing the major cause
of mortality and provoking epidemics
that changed the course of History, from
the Plague of Athens that decimated the
Athenian population during the Peloponnesian War, to the Black Death that
in the 15th century killed 30% of the
European population, then typhus during the Napoleonic Russian Campaign
which was responsible for about half of
the deaths in the Russian retreat, Spanish flu which in 1918 killed as many as in
the World War I (20 million deaths), to
louse-borne diseases which, during the
war and then the Bolshevik Revolution
in Russia, caused 3 million deaths.
Alongside these major epidemics,
infectious diseases have found new opportunities in the changes in our eco-

system and have particularly developed
in hospitals in the form of nosocomial
infections. Hygiene, the increase in the
standard of living in the most developed
countries, combined with vaccination
and then, from the World War II onwards, the use of anti-infectives, have led
to a decrease in infectious diseases and
have been correlated with a spectacular
increase in life expectancy. In 1995, infectious diseases were responsible for
only 30% of global mortality worldwide.
However, this figure in fact conceals the
fact that they remain the leading cause
of shortened life expectancy because
they affect young and old alike, unlike
cancer or cardiovascular infections.
The disappearance of the major infectious diseases identified in the course of
the 20th century (decline in tuberculosis, disappearance of smallpox, almost
disappearance of poliomyelitis, diphtheria) may have suggested that the problem was residual. However, epidemics
are chaotic phenomena, poorly predictable and poorly controllable. A radical
change in the public mind occurred with
the emergence of AIDS in the 1980s,
when a disease of ever-increasing magnitude appeared, spread extremely rapidly throughout the world and constituted the paradigm of the new, totally

unforeseen epidemic. Since that time,
and thanks to the intervention in the
United States of America of the Institute
of Medicine, which defined the concept
of emerging diseases in 1992, a mobilization of the scientific community,
essentially American but also international, has taken place around the problem
of emerging infectious diseases, which
has made it possible in some 20 years to
identify 200 new pathogenic microorganisms, which are either old but recently
identified thanks to technical progress,
or entirely new. Five major problems
have been identified:

1

Major epidemics that were
thought to be forgotten, reappear
during social disasters, particularly civil wars, around the world. Thus,
in the last 10 years of the 20th century,
the global incidence of the plague increased (particularly in Madagascar);
cholera, which had long been limited
to Asia and Europe, has now spread to
the African continent in the 1970s and
to the American continent in the 1990s
with an ever-increasing number of cases
and deaths. Diphtheria (although well
controlled by vaccination) exploded
in the 1990s in the former USSR after
the decline in vaccination, as well as in
Algeria. Finally, louse-borne diseases
have reappeared; the largest Typhus
epidemic since World War II began in

By Pr. Didier Raoult

Infectious
diseases played
a major role in
human history,
provoking
epidemics that
changed the
course of History
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Burundi, Rwanda and Congo and is still
evolving, and trench fever has taken
hold in urban areas in developed countries, including France (Paris, Lyon
and Marseille). Thus, we have seen the
return of major infectious diseases, reflecting a decline in social control and
a decrease in vigilance against these
pathogens. The means of controlling
these diseases are, however, extremely
simple, based on the quality of social
services, vaccination and the national
hygiene management policy.

an epidemic manner, either directly or,
as in the case of Staphylococcus aureus, through caregivers. France is the
country with the most antibiotic prescriptions and the highest levels of antibiotic resistance.

4

The fourth problem is the use
of microorganisms as agents of
bioterrorism. The first use of
microorganisms as a warfare agent is
extremely ancient, dating back to the
use in 1347 in Caffa by the Mongols
of pestiferous corpses, thrown over
Nosocomial infections develop the walls, to infect the population dein the hospital ecosystem. In this fending the besieged city. Since then,
area, France is in a particularly many microorganisms have been probad position compared to other major posed and have been used as biological
nations. It is estimated that 500,000 weapons. These include, among others,
people suffer from nosocomial infec- the bacteria of typhus, brucellosis, tulations per year, 10,000 of whom die.
raemia, anthrax and plague. The 1972
Non-Proliferation Treaty, signed by
The explosion of the resistance all countries, gave hope that the use
of microorganisms to antimicro- of these microorganisms as a weapon
bials is a cause for concern. Thus, of war could be eliminated. In fact, it
resistances have emerged, even for ex- was found in 1979 that the Russians
tremely common microorganisms, with had continued their studies on anthrax
a race between human pharmaceutical during an anthrax epidemic in Russia
ingenuity and microorganisms that has that resulted in about 100 deaths in a
left no definitive winner. Staphylococ- city that included a military laboratory.
cus has become resistant to Sulfona- Autopsies of these patients who died in
mides, Penicillin, Tetracyclines, An- charts of pneumonia with brain haemorti-staphylococcal Penicillins and now rhage revealed the anthrax bacillus and
Vancomycin, as the pharmaceutical the fact was recognized by Boris Yeltindustry has discovered. Pseudomonas sin in 1992. In addition, a few cases of
aeruginosa have also become resistant smallpox have occurred among cruise
passengers travelin a number of cases
to all antibiotics
ling on the Aral Sea,
except Colimycin.
in front of a RusThe current risk
Pneumococci
besian military labocome resistant to
of the appearance ratory. These cases
the first line antiof smallpox were
of mutants of
biotics, Penicillin
extremely serious,
and
Macrolides.
respiratory viruses, haemorrhagic, and
These microorgaresulted in the death
particularly
nisms are common
of vaccinated subinfectious
agents
jects, without these
the flu, is the
that have been fully
patients having had
controlled in recent
direct contact with
most fearsome
years. Finally, the
a smallpox subject.
phenomenon.
tuberculosis bacilThis suggests that
lus shows an increathey were victims
sing level of resisof an aerosol spray
tance in Eastern European countries. from the military laboratory in question
The rapid increase in resistance poses and that the smallpox virus was partivery worrying problems. It is the result cularly virulent. Subsequently, bioterof a balance between microorganisms rorism originated with the Aum sect in
and antibiotic prescription. The latter Japan. It used sarin gas in the subway
undoubtedly constitutes a selection and made attempts to use anthrax, Q
pressure that favours the emergence fever and botulinum toxin. The Gulf
of resistant microorganisms. These War led to the identification of anthrax
microorganisms are then eventually stockpiles in Iraq. Recent information
transmitted from patient to patient in may have shown that the Al-Qaeda ter-

2
3
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Bandit, New Orleans, USA
rorist network was proposing to use a
number of infectious agents as a source
of terrorism. Finally, a few cases of anthrax that followed postal consignments
occurred in the United States in 2001
and the discovery of a stockpile of ricin
toxin in England in 2003 made this risk
a reality. The threat of the use of bioterrorist agents is likely because the cost of
producing biological weapons is 2000
times less than that of conventional
weapons of comparable effectiveness.
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The fifth threat is emerging
viruses. The 1970s saw the emergence of haemorrhagic fever
viruses in Africa and South America
(Lassa, Ebola, Machupo). Epidemics
have so far been limited but have raised
the problem of handling highly pathogenic agents, possibly contaminated by
aerosols in the laboratory and which,
with sudden and frequent mortality,
would pose a threat equivalent to that of
the Black Death of the Middle Ages if
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human-to-human aerosol transmission
became natural. The 1980s were the
years of AIDS and the 1990s were the
years of hepatitis C. The current risk of
the appearance of mutants of respiratory
viruses, particularly the flu, is the most
fearsome phenomenon. A new influenza mutant appeared in 1999 in Hong
Kong. This virus of avian origin, which
is frequently fatal, was quickly brought
under control, but the next influenza mutant may not be. The risk of epidemics

from respiratory diseases is extremely
high due to the dense human population.
Currently, more than 1.6 billion people
live in cities, including 24 megacities
with more than 10 million inhabitants,
most of which are now in countries with
low economic levels. Between 500 million and 1 billion air travel trips will
take place in all corners of the planet
during 2003, and the mutualisation of
a virus transmissible by the respiratory
route will be extremely rapid. This type
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of event, the sudden mutation and then of contagious diseases. It may also be
introduction of a virus of animal origin the justification for compulsory care for
into the human world, are rare, chaotic other contagious diseases. Since humans
events but can have extremely rapid and constitute a single species, individual
dangerous consequences. Only the sus- human behaviour can have an impact on
tainable establishment of research and the health of the entire population. For
surveillance centres in tropical countries instance, it was possible to identify a
will enable the early detection of these Guinean student who imported cholera
new agents.
into Black Africa from the USSR and
Our preparation for these chaotic secondarily caused millions of deaths.
events is weak for several reasons. First Thus, the individual freedom of each
of all, because the era does not lend it- person and personal choices can contraself to the prediction of catastrophic dict the needs of society in a very tanevents (Cassandra is always ridicu- gible way.
lous!). The social needs relayed by the
The widening development gap
press are immediate needs; they respond between the richest and poorest counto spontaneous fears that are quickly tries gives hope to the richest that the
dispelled by other fears or worries. Un- diseases of the poorest will remain
der these conditions, setting up a system confined to the Third World. In the case
that makes it possible to avoid the dra- of contagious diseases, this is not likely.
matic consequences
The human species is
of improbable and
unique, microorgalong-term events is
nisms move around
The mutation
extremely difficult.
and any emergence
It is even likely that
of a new pathogen
and then
this would raise exin any country of the
tremely
negative
world will allow it to
introduction
comments in the
spread rapidly witof a virus
press denouncing
hout any control at
catastrophism, paborders. This means
of animal
ranoia and even
that the richest
origin into the
wastefulness. Yet
countries (even in
the cost of emergenthe most selfish
human world,
cy response is far
way) have to be very
are rare, chaotic
greater than the cost
careful about the
of prevention. For
health in terms of
events but can
example, the cost of
contagious diseases
preventing infection
of the poorest counhave extremely
with the new variant
tries. This is all the
rapid and
of Creutzfeldt-Jamore true since the
kob disease (mad
progressive constidangerous
cow disease) in
tution of megacities,
consequences.
hospitals, relative
when not associated
to the public health
with sanitary devebenefit, is improlopment allowing a
bably high. Thus, a long-term monito- minimum of hygiene, will give, through
ring policy requires the political courage population growth and promiscuity, the
to invest in phenomena that are not very opportunity for new pathogens to deveinteresting to the media, that are some- lop extremely rapidly. The conditions in
times even worrying for the population these megacities are such that extremely
(construction of P4, P3) and that require dangerous microorganisms can appear.
a little sustainability in the choices.
In the perspective of the fight against
Moreover, contagious diseases contra- infectious diseases, a very worrying
dict the spectacular individualistic evo- phenomenon is emerging: the industry
lution of our society in recent years. invested in the fight against infectious
Indeed, the management of infectious diseases is emerging very quickly. Indiseases can lead to the questioning of deed, internationally, companies such
individual freedom. This is the case of as Novartis, GlaxoSmithKline, Bristhe isolation necessary to avoid conta- tol Meyers Squibb, Eli-Lilly and Lamination when patients are contagious, roche-Hoffman are either cutting back
it is the case of the compulsory decla- on their investment or leaving the field
ration of diseases and it is the case of of antibiotics altogether. The same sicompulsory vaccination in the context tuation can be observed with regard to

vaccinations. The number of operators
likely to create vaccines has now become extremely low. It is likely that
we will soon arrive at the paradox that
Science will propose original therapeutic vaccine strategies that cannot be
marketed for lack of operators. This is
linked to the increasingly spectacular
cost of development, which does not allow a satisfactory return on investment.
The State will therefore have a considerable role in the future as the market
is disengaging from the battle against
infectious diseases.

The new
contagious
diseases
The emergence of new rapidly fatal
contagious diseases was observed in
the 1970s with the appearance of haemorrhagic fever viruses from Africa
(Ebola, Lassa). The emotion aroused
at the time, which had justified the
construction of a few rooms in depression, quickly subsided and the problem
remained neglected.
There is always a considerable risk
of the emergence of new pathogens
which, given the frequency of travel
and globalisation, would be rapidly
mutualised worldwide. The preferred
areas in which the appearance of these
infections can be feared are the densely
populated areas, particularly the Third
World megacities in Africa, South America and especially Asia. Thus, the setting up of observatories to collect data
in the different corners of the world by
developed countries is becoming an essential element of Public Health: this is
one of the elements recommended by
the WHO and this is what the United
States is doing in Lima, Cairo, Nairobi
and Bangkok. Among the French-speaking countries, there are few or no settlements and this role has historically
fallen to us. This monitoring is less and
less carried out due to the dispersal of
the resources of the main actors (French
Defence Health Service, ANRS-The
French National Agency for AIDS Research, IRD-The French Research Institute for Development, and the Institut
Pasteur) and the fact that the French
Defence Health Service is currently in
considerable decline due to the professionalisation of the army.
There is an undeniable danger of a
new influenza virus or mutant equivalent to the airborne Spanish flu, which
Screen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

One_Mizer, Paris, France
would spread extremely rapidly through
travel and could lead to an epidemic
with incalculable consequences of several million deaths. Recent respiratory
viral episodes have been aborted (Nipah
virus, Equine Paramyxovirus, new avian
influenza mutant from Hong Kong).
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However, the risk of global spread is
still great. Preparedness for such a possibility needs to be strengthened.
Firstly, safe air travel capacity is low
or non-existent in almost all countries.
The decision taken in such a situation
would probably be to stop transporting

patients and let treatment take place on
site. This raises the question of setting
up hospitals on site in cooperation, with
a sufficiently high technical and scientific level to provide treatment on site for
our nationals, including possibly military personnel. The airport monitoring
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be widely worn by caregivers and paIn addition, it must be possible to
tients with severe pneumonia. In order process basic samples (count formula,
to be able to manage a highly contagious ionogram) under safe conditions, and
patient in a unit, he or she must be iso- samples from a suspect patient cannot
lated, the equipment for medical person- be injected into the general circuit. This
nel must be available to avoid contagion means that within the P3 laboratory,
(coveralls, mask) and the patient must be the means must be organised to make
able to be admitted to a room in depres- the minimum assessments for vital
sion. In such chambers, the air is cap- constants on low-volume devices (hetured inside the chamber by a flow sys- mogram, coagulation, ionogram).
tem going from the outside to the inside;
There is only one room in depression
what comes out of
in France at the
the chamber is filtemoment in the hosThe risk of
red, as an absolute
pital in Lyon and
filter, to avoid enno unit in depresappearance of
vironmental contasion. Requests for
mination (P2 or
equipment
from
a new, highly
P3). For the most
La Pitié (Professor
contagious
serious patients, it
BRICAIRE)
reis necessary to have
mained
unanswepathogen,
a few beds in inred until 2003.
particularly
tensive care. There
The only room in
is also the problem
Bichat is no longer
via the
of sampling circuits
functional.
Proand
paraclinical
jects are underway,
respiratory
examinations. For
particularly
in
tract, is clear.
paraclinical examiMontpellier. The
nations, at least one
setting up of a posquality
portable
sible
processing
radio must be available, which will be of samples is being done in Lyon in a
left in the unit in question. In addition, P2 laboratory. It is the only team with
it must be possible to handle biological experience in France at this level. It is
examinations and, first of all, those in- striking to note the experience of other
tended to allow the search for pathogenic countries around. Recently, I had the
P3 microorganisms. Until the microor- opportunity to visit the dedicated strucganism in question has been identified, ture in Milan, in the STACCO hospital.
it is not known whether it is necessary The Infectious Diseases Department
to grow it in P4 and therefore P3 should has 3 units of 100 beds each, where
be used until an atypical effect occurs. each of the rooms is in depression and
Associated biotox reference centres in makes it possible to work instantly
at-risk cities should be involved in the on 100 contagious patients. In addiinitial isolation strategy. Suspect viruses tion, a building is under construction,
should be sent to the Lyon P4.
the financing of which was decided in

2002 within the specific framework of
bioterrorism (for which there will be
2 centres, in Rome and Milan), which
will have 10 to 20 rooms in a complete
P3 level complex including, in addition, a laboratory, a block and a morgue
to be able to take histological samples.
This type of development will make it
possible to deal with a possible catastrophic situation of an extremely contagious epidemic by protecting the population and the medical staff.
In sum, the risk of the appearance
of a new, highly contagious pathogen,
particularly via the respiratory tract, is
clear; it is a rare and chaotic event, and
it is essential to prepare for it in advance
to try to avoid a massive spread that
could have considerable consequences.
The example of the Black Death in the
Middle Ages, which destroyed a third of
the European population and killed half
of the population in Marseille in 1720,
or the Spanish flu, which killed more
than 20 million people in 1918, must
be kept in mind. In order to organise
things, whole services must be set up
in Paris, Lyon and Marseille, to begin
with, which can be transformed into a
service for receiving highly contagious
patients. These services must be made
up of about twenty beds, with rooms
that can all be turned into a room in
depression. This service must be associated with a laboratory which could be
on a different site, in the same town, of
the P3 type, in which routine biological
examinations and microbiological tests
can be carried out. Finally, radiology
capabilities and probably a mini operating theatre must also be set up in this
structure so that we can live in medical
self-sufficiency.

Recommendations:

Rebel Bear, Glasgow, Scotland
system must be developed. An infirmary
allowing isolation must be set up at international airports. Specialised ambulances for the isolation and transport of
contagious patients must be equipped in
major international airports.
Once they arrive, suspect patients
must be quarantined; the country’s le-
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gislative arsenal does not currently
allow this, any more than it would for
someone who has self-inoculated with
smallpox. It only allows it with the
patient’s consent. This problem must
be the subject of a profound debate in
France so that, when someone endangers the population, it is possible to

force them to be isolated and receive
care.
Once we get to the hospitals, the situation has to be planned. The first step is
to be able to identify suspicious patients
in all emergency departments and then
to refer them to services where they can
be cared for. Gloves and masks should
Screen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

• Equip the P3 laboratories of
the associated biotox laboratories in Paris, Lyon and Marseille
with mini automatons to perform
routine P3 biology for patients suspected of being highly contagious.
• Designate 3 reference centres
for the isolation and characterisation of highly infectious pathogens,
Paris, Lyon and Marseille.
• Plan the construction in Paris,
Lyon and Marseille, to begin with,
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of complete Infectious Diseases
units entirely in P3, including a
few intensive care beds, a mini
operating theatre, radiological
capacities and allowing the unit to
be completely isolated in terms of
infectious risks.
• Equip international airports
with infirmaries allowing the
isolation of suspect patients (in
depression).
• Prepare an isolation circuit from

airports and train stations to one of
the 3 identified centres (Paris, Lyon,
Marseille) in conditions that prevent
the spread of microorganisms, using
specialized ambulances.
• Set up circuits for sending
suspicious samples.
• Conducting exercises and
simulations.
• Develop the use of masks for
caregivers and patients with severe
lung disease.
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Corona, Allah or Jehovah’s secret agent
By Martine Gozlan*

E

mile Habibi, a Palestinian writer from Haïfa who
stayed on in Israel after 1948, had coined a great
word to describe the state of mind of those individuals who experience ambiguity on a daily basis:
peptimist. It is a mixture of hope and weariness,
somewhere at a juncture between optimism and
pessimism. This is a most fitting word to use
these days in light of the consequences the epidemic is having on
religions. We too, also peptimists, will remember that the most
important Christian, Jewish and Muslim feasts - Easter, Passover
and Ramadan - were, for the most part, celebrated in accordance
with the lockdown instructions issued by the authorities of the
three religions. In Mecca, the image of a deserted Kaaba will indelibly mark people’s memories for a long time to come. That
lead Algerian writer Kamel Daoud to raise his hopes and in the
columns of the weekly Le Point, he wrote “Islam has come up
against a strain far more brutal than itself!” The prohibition of public gatherings, which led to all Islamic practices being limited
to the private realm for the first time ever, could well be the first
step towards secularisation. The individual, now confined in the
private realm of a genuine faith or of a relaxed indifference, could
finally rid themselves of the community’s scrutiny.
Fanaticism, however, is putting up resistance. In the Parisian
suburbs of Mureaux and Blanc Mesnil, imams claim that Allah is

Kobra, Sao Paolo, Brazil
exacting revenge for moral turpitude and fornication by inflicting
“calamities the likes of which we have never experienced before”, notes academic Bernard Rougier who edited an excellent
book entitled “Les territories conquis de l’islamisme” (Presses
universitaires de France). Is COVID-19, a divine messenger?
That’s the Salafist take on it, one that is enthusiastically espoused by the charming Hani Ramadan, brother of Tariq and a
staunch supporter, as we will recall, of stoning. In posts related
to the subject of Ramadan, a very popular hashtag coronasoldatdallah celebrates the fact that soldiers on board the aircraft
carrier Charles de Gaulle have contracted the virus. These honey-coated words fell from the lips of an imam in Gaza. Islamism has caught the scent of a golden opportunity: it would
be impossible to let the chance provided by the virus slip
away without enlisting it in the armies of the true believers. The setting is fiendishly favourable, particularly in
this France of little faith, which has, to date, only grudgingly tolerated the veil, and is now engaged in an allout hunt for sanitary masks. “Everyone now wants to
cover themself; the Sunna is the way of truth!”, brag
the faithful on social media.
You could also consider the issue from the opposite angle: it is the ecstasy of the crowds that fuelled
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the virus. Case in point: Pakistan. More than a hundred thousand
members of Tabligh, the movement erroneously qualified as religious when in reality, it often serves as the entry-point to Jihad,
congregated near Lahore between the 10th and 12th March. While
the whole world was going into lockdown, members of Tabligh
came from 70 different countries and spent two whole days together, on their knees, as if in a bid to outdo each other in piety
and in close proximity to one another. Then they dispersed, as did
COVID, duly fuelled by the gathering. That was how Pakistan
came to be infected. The virus spread far and wide, all the way to
Gaza, which explains the Palestinian imam’s gratitude. Faced with
the spread of the epidemic, in a country where even at the best of
times, the healthcare system is crippled, do you think they closed
down the mosques? Needless to say, the government in Islamabad
was unable to do so on account of the powerful ultra-religious
lobbies. Medical doctors, at the end of their tether, expressed their
anger, to no avail.
On the other side of the Muslim world, in Morocco, the opposite happened. The High Council of Ulema, in a fatwa, to use
the appropriate word, upheld that “the protection of human life
takes priority over religious practice.” It recommends that individuals practice their religion in isolation. There was great need
for these recommendations in the Kingdom because, a month
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ago, hundreds of zealots had rushed out onto the streets of Tangiers and Fez, praying to God to deliver them from evil. In Israel, the ultra-orthodox Jews from Mea Shearim and Bnei Brak
- neighbourhoods of Jerusalem – and the priggish suburb of TelAviv, did not act much differently from their Muslim ‘brothers’,
I mean ‘cousins’. It is precisely in these virtually autonomous
neighbourhoods, ruled by anachronistic rabbis, that the coronavirus has spread at lightning speed. Promiscuity, together with
the refusal to close down the synagogues, have practically led to
a civil war-like atmosphere. It took massive police intervention
and the sealing off of all the ultra-orthodox neighbourhoods to
contain the catastrophe. Something for the Minister of Health to
do, well, not exactly, because Yaakov Litzman, the minister in
question, is a Hasid of the Guer sect, one of the strictest in the
obscurantist world. Not only did he protect his fellow brethren,
he also attended prayer gatherings, contracted the virus and went
on to infect many members of the Israeli government. The most
recent news concerning him confirms that he is in good health but
has resigned from his post. Corona, the secret agent of Jehovah or
Allah, strikes again.
*Journalist and essayist, editor in chief at weekly magazine
Marianne, specialist in Islamism and Middle-East affairs..
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Wars, Famines, World Disorder

Will Coronavirus Change the Face of the World?
By Christian Malard*

T

he pandemic that has hit the planet must make
us realize that nothing will ever be the same
again. There was a pre-coronavirus. There’s
now going to be a geopolitical and geostrategic post-coronavirus. Today, several factors
are cause for concern in Western chanceries:
An American withdrawal from world affairs,
especially in the Middle East, leaving the field open to Russia
and Iran; China’s all-round offensive and divisions in Europe.
The French Foreign Affairs Minister, Jean-Yves Le Drian, is
right in saying that “the pandemic only exacerbates the global
world fractures and their amplification, which undermine the
international order”. And as Serguei Lavrov, Russia’s Foreign
Affairs Minister, likes to repeat: “the world order that emerged
in 1945 is now obsolete”.
Undoubtedly, there is an acceleration of trends rather than
true breaks. The lack of real global governance makes the
pandemic the continuation, by other means, of the struggle
between major powers. I share the view that the exacerbation
of the Sino-American rivalry is the most worrying. I will come
back to this!
Emmanuel Macron and Donald Trump are right to say that
China has lied and concealed the seriousness of the pandemic. Disinformation has also become a major weapon in Iran,
where the Ayatollahs’ regime, as that of Xi Jin-Ping, officially
announced the coronavirus only 4 weeks after the start of its
propagation, starting from the city of Qom, 120 km south of
Tehran, where 700 Chinese theology students had stayed, making Qom the epicentre of the pandemic in the Middle East.

A pandemic is always a good excuse as Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, Supreme Guide of Iranian Revolution and the Revolutionary Guards are using it to ask for medical and financial aid in the name of the fight against coronavirus, whilst we
pertinently know that this medical and financial aid is diverted
to the benefit of the regime, its allies of Hezbollah and the
pro-Iranian Iraqi Shiite Hashd Al-Chaabi militias. Qatar, its
ally, has transferred 4 billion Dollars, Japan and the European
Union, still as naive as ever, have each released 20 million
Euros and the regime is demanding 5 billion Dollars from the
IMF. The regime says it has no money, yet Ali Khamenei, according to our sources, has a personal fortune of 200 billion
Dollars (140 billion placed in accounts in Dubai, Qatar, Turkey, and 60 billion in cash).
If he has no money, then how can be explained the fact that
during his trip to Syria, in the week of April 19th to 25th,
Mohammad Javad Zarif gave 100 million dollars to Hezbollah
and 65 million to Bashar al-Assad.
As for the number of victims of the pandemic, the Iranian
regime is lying to us. It announces 5,700 deaths, whereas our
hospital sources inform us of a figure of over 30,000 fatalities.
And, meanwhile, it is accelerating its nuclear programme.
In the same disinformation category, let’s examine the example of Russian President, Vladimir Putin, who, for a long
time, told us that he mastered the fight against the coronavirus. We then very quickly realised that Moscow, the capital
and its 13 million inhabitants, had been contaminated up to
two-thirds, that the propagation of the virus had spread to all
regions where makeshift hospitals were being set up. Vladimir Putin even had to airlift a hospital to the Arctic, on the
border with Norway, where Russian soldiers were affected by
the coronavirus.
This pandemic goes to show that the world and its leaders,
whoever they may be, are all fragile and vulnerable, just like
ordinary people. As did Xi Jin-Ping and Vladimir Putin,
it does not prevent them from playing on the fragmentation of the European Union, hence the call from the
French authorities for Europe “to find itself a destiny of leadership with a more asserted sovereignty
rather than questioning on itself”.
The pandemic is very frustrating for Vladimir
Putin and his ambitions. With a heavy heart, he
had to postpone, to an undetermined date, the
constitutional vote that would have kept him in
power until 2036.
Let’s now return to the Sino-American rivalry
which is being fuelled by this coronavirus crisis. It
is leading to a rapid deterioration of relations between
the two countries, the worst since they established diplomatic relations in 1979. The pandemic has blown up
the beginnings of a normalization that took shape with
the signing of a new economic treaty earlier this year.
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That being said, was Donald Trump right to call the
pandemic a “Chinese virus”? Even if the American president has, of course, objective and legitimate reasons to
blame Xi Jin-Ping for hiding the seriousness of the epidemic, it must be added that Donald Trump rightly sees
China’s rise to economic and military power, with the
hidden will to supplant the United States.
As some experts say: “There is no doubt whatsoever
that we are entering a dangerous period. Tensions created
by the pandemic could lead to a profound transformation
of international relations as they usually occur after a major conflict”.
Today, Europeans rightly consider China as a strategic
rival. That is why, slowly but surely, time has come for
the European Union and its often divided 27 members to
wake up to China. Emmanuel Macron, whose spearhead
of his foreign policy is the revival of Europe, pleading for a
political, economic and military Europe, is coming out of his
naivety by criticising China’s attempts to divide weakened
countries of the Union, such as Greece and Italy.
I would like to end this overview with the Middle East and
Africa, where the pandemic is becoming a nightmare, especially in refugee camps. In Syria, there are 4 million refugees
stacked in camps on the Syrian-Turkish border, which surpass
Gaza in terms of overcrowding. Since 2011 and the beginning
of civil war, 11 million Syrians have been displaced within
Syria itself or to Iraq, Jordan, Turkey, Egypt and Lebanon. According to experts from international humanitarian organizaScreen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

tions, consequences would be
devastating.
In Iraq, which is living
between a permanent political
crisis and a health crisis, there
are 1.5 million new displaced
persons, as a result of the renewed fighting with the Islamic state rising from its ashes.
In Yemen, there are 3.4
million displaced refugees living in makeshift camps or in
overcrowded neighbourhoods
of Sana’a and Aden. And 10
million people are suffering
from famine there.
In Africa, the assumption of
a catastrophic scenario cannot be ruled out. It may find
itself facing three crises at the
same time: health, economic
and food. The worst affected
countries in Africa are South
Africa, Nigeria and Angola.
Sub-Saharan Africa is in recession. This is the first time
in 25 years and the risk of a
crisis has reached leThis pandemic food
vels not seen since the end of
goes to show World War II. The economic
recession will lead to even
that the world’s harsher living conditions,
leaders are all impoverishment of people,
malnutrition and ultimately
vulnerable, just death that makes little disbetween young and
like ordinary tinction
old. One-third of the contipeople. nent is already below poverty level. An additional 500
million people will fall into
poverty unless there is an urgent support plan, or even a
Marshall Plan.
The situation is most critical in the Sahel. In countries such
as Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger, hundreds of people die every week. The coronavirus even strikes members of “Operation
Barkhane”, which gathers 5,100 French soldiers, amongst
whom several cases have been detected.
Daech fighters have terrorized one million displaced refugees. French troops should not withdraw, as they did in Iraq,
because of the spread of the coronavirus. That would seal the
rebirth and the spread of another scourge, that of Daech. The
world doesn’t need this!
* Expert in international politics and diplomatic consultant.
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Fake News in the time of Cor onavirus
By Roland Jacquard*

O

n April 16, three French senators, Christian Cambon, Olivier Cadic and Rachel
Mazuire, all members of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defense and the
Armed Forces published a study tilted “Disinformation, Cyber attacks and cyber surveillance: The other COVID-19 war” that
recommends for the Government to set up a cyber reaction force
to fight against “false news” and respond to the strategy adopted
by certain foreign powers to influence online readers.
The study observed that countries like China were aggressively
trying to push a narrative, through inaccurate or truncated information, that attacked and was extremely damaging to the democratic principles of France and its institutions as well as other
democratic nations. The study noted with concern that a communication war had been initiated by such countries, that intended
to rewrite history and denigrate democracies to prepare for the
reconfiguration of the post-crisis geopolitical landscape.
Ahead of the publication of the study, France witnessed weeks
of misinformation that was spread by the website and social media accounts of the Chinese embassy in Paris, which finally resulted in the Minister of Europe and Foreign Affairs summoning
the Chinese ambassador to express his disapproval.

Since the Covid-19 outbreak engulfed the world, instances of
certain State as well as non-State entities spreading fabricated
narratives or fake news on social or electronic media has seen a
sharp rise. The disinformation has ranged from directly attacking
and attempting to damage the reputation of nations to spreading false information related to COVID-19 with the objective
of fear-mongering and creating panic. As rightly cautioned by
the French Senators, few countries have seized this situation of
uncertainty by consistently pushing out disinformation against
its adversary, often through fake social media accounts, compromised media assets or directly through State-owned machinery.
In this connection, a report by the news website Politico, refers
to a US State department study that has noticed similar anti-US
messaging by Russia, Iran and China, which accuses the US of
developing the Coronavirus and attempting to use it as a weapon,
and completely negating the origins of the virus from China. Information hosted by government websites and State-owned media in these three countries have accused the US troops for spreading the virus, held America’s sanctions responsible for the death
of Iranians apart from showcasing China’s ability to respond to
the pandemic successfully, while America was failing to do so.
A website run by Russia’s Defense Ministry, for instance,
highlights the conspiracy theory that billionaire Bill Gates played
a role in creating the virus. Similarly, Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesman Lijian Zhao tweeted an article claiming
that the coronavirus could have come from the US. Another
Russia Today article highlighted a claim made by the head
of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps that the
virus could be an American bio-weapon.
Another country that has been observed to
be circulating fake news is Pakistan. The Pakistani Army, like its Chinese counter-parts,
have been known to operate hundreds of
fake social media accounts to push its
own narrative and resort to propaganda
against countries like the US, Israel and
India.
One of these narratives has been to
project these States as encouraging Islamophobia. Recently, news reports of
a 9000-strong Islamic Tablighi Jamaat
religious congregation, held (early March
2020) in India’s capital Delhi, that resulted
in more than 1,000 confirmed COVID-19
cases and at least 10 deaths, was used to fan tensions between Hindus and Muslims in India.
Though this religious congregation, comprising of
Tabligh members from within India and outside, including
Europe, led to dramatically spiking the number of COVID
cases in the country, the false narrative created was that
India was holding Muslims responsible for the spread
of the virus. Matters did not end here and this propaganda was also spread in the Middle East, a region
that hosts a large Indian diaspora. Our investigations
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China has
removed
more
6,000 articles
and 18,500
accounts
accused
of having a
«negative
social
impact»

Andreas Wellin, Copenhagen, Denmark
have shown that a Pakistani Twitter account @pak_fauj , changed
its name to impersonate the account of Mona bin Fahd al Said @
SayyidaMona , a member of the Omani royal family and push out
a negative tweet that said “Oman stands with its Muslim brothers
and sisters in India. If the Indian Govt doesn’t stop the persecution of Muslims, then 1 million workers living in Oman may
be expelled. I will definitely take up this issue with the Sultan
of Oman”. This tweet was thereafter retweeted by many including Pakistani media personnel. Interestingly, even though the
Omani princess later issued a statement clarifying that the ‘offenScreen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

sive post’ was published
through an false account
that was impersonating as
her account, the Pakistani Foreign Minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi during
a media briefing claimed
that Oman had asked
Indian workers to leave
in view of the ill-treatment of Muslims in their
country.
While countries like
China, Iran and Pakistan
are misusing the cyberspace to feed their own
propaganda, they have
ensured that their own citizens are kept away from
any ‘outside influence’.
It is , therefore, not surprising that China itself
has launched a crackdown on its online outlets to curb what it
calls ‘fake news’ amid the Coronavirus pandemic. As per China’s
internet watchdog Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC),
Chinese officials have deleted more than 6,000 articles and closed
over 18,500 accounts since March 2020, as these accounts were
promoting false information about the outbreak and causing ‘negative social impact’!
* Writer and consultant, Chairman of Roland Jacquard Global
Security Consulting (RJGSC)
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COVID Chronicles:

The foot soldiers’ saga, the infa my of cowardly profiteers
and other snitching vermine
By Jean-Marie Montali*

W

hen this is over, if ever it is, they
will mark the long-awaited day
with televised displays of emotion
and solemnity. Ministers, in their
dark blue suits, will congratulate
themselves on having won the war.
They will adopt the appropriate
tone, neither too soft nor excessively belligerent. We know the
score. They will play with words, bend the truth ever so slightly,
and make careful inflexions so as to make this ordeal look like a
collective victory. Toilet paper roll and pasta grabbers will be so
chuffed to be counted among the heroes.
The President said, “This is a war”, and of course, we would
have won it. No-one will remember the profiteers, the cowards
or those who rushed to stockpile pasta and rice. We will forget all
about the stirrings of those rotten to the core parasites as well as
those who called the emergency number, with a glint in their eye,
to denounce their neighbours or snitch on some Chinese man. Or,
worse still, those pathetic landlords, barricaded in their homes, with

26

their stockpiles of preserves, pissing their pants while waiting for
their tenant to move out because she’s a nurse. Or for her to drop
dead. The thought of having a nurse staying in their 2-3 roomed
apartment, while an infectious virus was on the loose, stirred up a
flurry of dark thoughts and sickening ideas like a stink bug’s nest.
We will forget that some people are just empty vessels. “Brigadier,
my neighbour is a nurse, and when she gets back, unless she dies
on the way that is, she’s going to give us the Clod-onavirus, don’t
you think she should move out, you know, in the interest of public
health? General, my neighbour goes shopping without his ausweis,
and there’s a guy on the street, Chinese or something, eating pangolin pâté. Yes, yes, yes, he has it flown in from Shanghai. Officer, I
don’t want to slander anyone, far from it, but you know… Chinese,
for crying out loud!” There has been a 300% increase in anonymous reports to the police since the lockdown began…
But when it’s all over, politicians will deliver speeches in their
deep, plummy, smooth and honeyed voices. They will refer to
“our” hospitals, “our” carers. “our” doctors, and “our” dear nurses.
Much like you would say our monuments, our great men, our
war veterans, our sportsmen, our footballers, our army. Our ‘Poilus’, our beloved hairy ones. They will extol the hospital and the
people. There will be no mention of the bravery of some or of the
cowardice of others. They will lump everyone together to make
the lockdown - spent munching peanuts on the couch while
watching Netflix in our boxers - look like a black and white
epic, just like other wars, the real ones.
The memory will evoke visions of dedication, of collegiality and mutual support. We will emerge from this
war better and stronger: 66 million French men and
women, 66 million Résistance fighters, facing the
virus together as one, impervious, united and strong,
standing behind those who fought on the frontline.
What about the nurses? What will they think?
What will “our” nurses, “our” carers think? All
“our” this and that, all the possessives, the adjectives and personal pronouns, will serve to depersonalise them. They will each be stripped of the days
they spent on duty, of sleepless nights spent among the
sick, of their exhaustion, their fear, of the hours they
spent holding the hand of the dying so they would
not have to die alone. Mother, sister, wife. Human,
so very human. Who can imagine that? Do the politicians in their stiff, dark suits know what these
people went through? What they really felt when
the masks were not delivered? When they were
making protective clothing for themselves out
of garbage bags? When they read the communiqués issued by this or that Prefecture appealing
for charitable donations to help equip them? In
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1914 they collected gold to make ammunition; These hardworking that this resurgence of a collective consciousin 2020, we collected cotton sheets to make proness should have started at the bottom rather
have shown us that than the top. It will serve as a solid foundation
tective clothing for our nurses…In France!
When this is over, if ever it is, we will have
for what will come after.
society is made of
forgotten that this war was to the health secThat is why, when this is over, if it ever ends,
tor, the equivalent of the Battle of Verdun; one little ones. They
when we find our place again as the man in the
where the role of the humble soldier was by far
street or the man at work (the very fact of being
more significant than that of the General. The have re-taught us
alive and well is no small thing you know!),
foot soldiers were at the ready in their respec- this beautiful word:
we must not forget our nurses, our doctors, our
tive positions: in hospital, behind the wheel
street sweepers, our refuse collectors, delivery
of a heavy vehicle, manning the cash point at solidarity.
men, truck drivers and all those who, in one
a supermarket, collecting garbage, in a police
way or another, found the courage to get incar, or wearing a fire fighter’s hat, wielding a
volved, to be generous and to make themselbroom, at home making protective masks and
ves available. I hope we will not forget all the
so much more. This army of anonymous people,
lowly ones who stayed the course and kept at
invisible heroes, optimists in the face of desperation, so far remo- it without ever giving up; often working without any protection,
ved from the Generals and self-satisfied strategists devising battle because these people went far beyond the call of duty. They kept
plans from on high. And the same incredibly fierce determination our nation in good health while it tottered on its foundations. It is
as at Fort de Vaux: that the virus would not prevail. What a lesson! thanks to them that one day we will be able to begin our journey
These workers proved to us that it is indeed the little ones who back to recovery. What a beautiful thought!
are the backbone of society. More than that, they reminded us of a
If we forget this, it would mean that we have learned nothing
beautiful word: solidarity. Because the threat was a common one, from this crisis.
thanks to them, we witnessed the return of something we had long
stopped believing in: a collective consciousness. Just like bees in a * Journalist and essayist, former executive director of Figaro
hive, united to defend themselves and to build. I think it is beautiful Magazine.
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Middle East

Coronavirus, An Iranian Tchernobyl ?
By Fabienne Durand*

S

ince mid-February, when the Iranian regime
was slow to acknowledge the global spread
of the coronavirus epidemic - and denounced
«a plot by the enemy», in the double context
of the celebration of the anniversary of the
Islamic Revolution on February’11 and the
parliamentary elections on February’21- Iran,
which remains one of the main global hotbeds of the Covid-19
epidemic, has been worrying its neighboring countries. They
were quick to close their borders on 19 February, with the announcement of the first infected persons in the Middle East.
The Iranian authorities are today totally discredited, especially after the announcement by President Hassan Rohani
promising a return to normalcy on 29 February, in a context
of general panic among the population over the spread of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus.
Should we see, through this denial or concealment of reality,
the signs of a «Chernobyl of the Islamic Republic»?
We had to wait until the dignitaries of the regime were
affected and two of them died before the reality was finally
recognized: Iran, with 80 million inhabitants, is the second

country after China to record the greatest lethality (3.5%) given the number of inhabitants, i.e. 1 135 deaths globally for
17 361 people infected on 19 March 2020, according to Johns
Hopkins (CSCE). The holy city of Qom is believed to be the
epicenter of the disease nationwide.
But are the figures provided by the Iranian authorities reliable? This question has recently arisen for other, more democratic countries, such as Spain, so what can we say now
about the reliability of the information provided by the Iranian
authorities after all that has just happened? The Iranian state
has lost all discredit both inside the country, among its population and certain state actors, and outside the country. This
increases tensions within the country and with other states on
a regional and global scale.
The number of deaths in the country is increasing and doubling approximately every two days. Indeed, from the very
first days, the two cases from Iran recorded in Lebanon and
the United Arab Emirates and the spread of the epidemic in
the countries of the region, led to a rapid response from other
states in the region, starting with the Gulf states, which cut
themselves off from their Persian neighbor. As a result, the
death toll in the Gulf remains low. There were 1,156 cases on
March 18. These countries have taken radical measures, such
as banning the Umrah pilgrimage since 27 February through
Saudi Arabia, while barricading themselves behind their borders as a prophylactic measure. Iran has just announced the
closure of four Shiite holy places and the celebrations
of the Persian fire festival. In Iraq and Syria, where
the epidemic is probably underestimated, the population is also rightly concerned. The political chaos
in some states in the region is clearly visible in
the management of this large-scale health crisis.
Some states are worried about the management
of this unprecedented crisis, others are more
reassuring, such as Israel or the Gulf states.
Moreover, in Iran, the low turnout in the elections: 42.5%, the lowest since the advent of the
Islamic Republic, has favored the conservatives,
who will control more than 220 seats out of the
290 in parliament. The reformers came out of these
elections in a laminated form, which is a bad omen.
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei blamed the low turnout
of the population on the foreign press, which he accused
of being the source of propaganda aimed at discouraging Iranians from voting, a civic but also religious duty, according
to him.
This victory of the regime’s conservatives will not make the
task of the government of President Hassan Rohani, which
has based its entire policy for the past six years on a rapprochement with the West and on a greater political transparency, any easier. But what can we say about a regime that cuts
off access to its population, worried about the extent of the
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Home
containment
should not go hand
in hand with mental
and ideological
confinement, as is
the case in Iran.

Natersim (Do not be afraid, in Persian), Xamoosh, Tehran, Iran
pandemic and given the misinformation, to certain websites as
harmless as Wikipedia! The population no longer trusts the authorities of its country. In this context of serious health crisis,
it is a vicious circle.
The fact remains that, if today China is just beginning to
control the epidemic, it explodes in the rest of the world. Covid-19 is still raging dramatically in Iran due to the denial and
poor management of the health crisis by the authorities, who
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took real measures only at the beginning of March, with an insufficient
and chaotic management of the sick
by the medical services, themselves
overexposed due to the lack of protection against the virus (masks or disinfectant products).
Foreign sanctions on Iran, even
though the country has been allowed
to import pharmaceuticals, have had
serious economic repercussions.
Which has not helped the current
health situation.
Finally, the growing international
tensions between states on a global
scale, between China and the United
States, as well as in the Middle East,
are real at a time when all our energy should be focused on stopping the
pandemic and limiting its economic
and financial impact.
Home confinement must not go
hand in hand with mental and ideological confinement. On the contrary,
it is the combined effect of individual
discipline and global and regional
cooperation in the Middle East that
will lead us out of this unprecedented
crisis.
If this health crisis takes us one step
closer to fragmentation, that could be
its most devastating and strongest effect in the long term. If
that is the case, the chances of us being able to cope with the
next pandemic and other effects of climate change will be
greatly diminished.
* Political scientist & consultant on sustainable development
and global warming.
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Coronavirus:

Misery of Philosophy
By Hamid Zanaz*

W

hat might philosophers tell us as
we live through a pandemic crisis
that forces us to be confined to our
homes and avoid our fellow human beings?
Obviously, we will have to listen
to the scientific, medical and technical word. Scientists are the only ones who can give us practical
answers on how to respond to the attacks of this dangerous virus.
As far as philosophers are concerned, they give us many questions and few answers. Debates, polemics, which can provide not
only useful information on this disastrous situation, but also reveal
what is going on in the “head” of some contemporary thinkers. To
see some of their hidden, not to say long repressed, tendencies
manifest themselves. This global pandemic represents, for many
of them, a cynical opportunity to try to prove the validity of their
theses and predictions. An ideological boon.
True to himself, the American thinker and linguist Noam
Chomsky, for example, finds here yet another opportunity to push
his recurring attack on capitalism. This neo-liberal capitalism has
failed to take the necessary proactive measures, despite the fact
that the pandemic was expected (especially since the SARS epidemic in 2003). This savage capitalist system does not care about
preventing a future catastrophe because it is not economically
profitable, according to the old viscerally anti-liberal American

thinker. He does not hesitate to say that capitalist logic treats disasters according to its commercial worldview. But without mentioning the slightest responsibility of China under the boots of the
communist-liberal party!
Slavoj Žižek takes the same easy path, he sees in COVID-19
only the clear embodiment and irrefutable proof of the failure of
“market globalization” and the absurdity of rising populism in
the West. As if everything was ready in the mind of the Slovenian
philosopher. Did he not publish a book on the pandemic at the
beginning of the global health crisis under the title “Pandemic!:
Covid-19 Shakes the World”?
He is once again serving us his new old magic solution: the
restructuring of the communist regime as the only solution to the
problem of the modern world. Slavoj Žižek›s speech on the ecological lessons we should learn from this pandemic disaster is
reasonable, if not necessary. On the other hand, his words about
our meaningless modern life remain far from reality, as there is
no indication that capitalism alone is responsible for the loss of
this supposed global sense of life. Moreover, has life ever had a
meaning shared by all humans? “I continue to believe”, Albert
Camus tells us, “that this world has no ultimate meaning. But
I know that something in it has a meaning and that is a man,
because he is the only creature to insist on having one.” Far from
the supposed meaning that Žižek wants to give to our life, every
man gives the meaning he wants to his life. Even though we have
known since Schopenhauer that life is a “business that does not
cover the costs”.
As for the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben, he found
in COVID-19 and the severe lockdown imposed on Italian citizens the opportunity to recycle his theory set out in State of
Exception, his book published in 2003. According to him,
governments have begun to accustom people to living in
exceptional conditions to the point where the exception
has become the rule, a normal state. In an article entitled “The Coronavirus and the state of exception”,
published in the Italian newspaper Il Manifesto, he
openly criticized the security measures taken by governments. He wrote then, in black and white, that “it
would seem that, since terrorism has been used up as a
cause of emergency measures, the invention of an epidemic may offer the ideal pretext for extending (emergency measures) beyond all limits”! Alleged epidemic,
COVID-19 is nothing more than a kind of flu, according
to the Italian philosopher.
On March 17, 2020, he again performed his usual song:
“People have been so accustomed to living in
conditions of perennial crisis and emergency that
they don’t seem to notice that their lives have been
reduced to a purely biological condition”. Everything is planned by the authorities to keep people in
fear and insecurity, to dominate them and let them
wade in the “state of exception”, his theory. White
angels fight the virus to improve reality, Giorgio
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Agamben works to bend reality to the demands of his theory.
poetry, a capacity of humanity to possess incomparable tenContrary to the majority of Plato’s heirs, the French philo- derness.
sopher André-Comte Sponville downplayed what we are exWhat philosopher Pierre Zaoui ignores is the goal of the
periencing. He, the great philosopher, took up a phrase that has transhumanists, which is merely an attempt to transcend human
become almost a popular saying: “Death is part of life”. As if we weakness and its constant exposure to viruses and diseases. Who
didn’t know it! In any case, Mr. Sponville
could today reject the possibility of technoloreassures us that we are not all going to die
gical protection against COVID-19 or other
Bernard-Henri
from the COVID-19. And our philosopher
viruses or diseases, in order to preserve poetry,
goes so far as to ask a cynical question: why
sensitivity and tenderness?
Lévy would be
should I mourn the victims of the virus,
Sometimes, even as a philosopher, we miss
whose average age is 81? If 95% of them are
gold medal at the opportunities to remain silent!
over 60? The philosopher is more concerned
Unfortunately, he has not been considered a
Olympic games
about the future of his children than about
philosopher by his peers for decades, otherwise
these dying old men’s health. Beware, he
Bernard-Henri Lévy would be a gold medalist
of philosophical
warns us, don’t make health the supreme
in the Olympics of philosophical impatience.
impatience!
value of your existence!
He is already analyzing the pandemic and settPierre Zaoui, a researcher and philoling its ontological fate in “Ce virus qui rend
sopher, takes advantage of the occasion to
fou”, his new book. He already knows what
settle his scores with the wicked transhuthis virus tells us about our society! Its relamanists. He sees the COVID-19 pandetionship to evil, to tragedy, to death! Isn’t it
mic as a blow to the arrogance of these optimistic extremists pretentious to answer right now questions that require a lot of
who revere science as a supreme belief. Contrary to what they hindsight such as: Was it right to put the planet on hold? Is it right
claim, the philosopher Zaoui explains that man is not as strong to hope that, from this coma into which we have plunged it, our
as he thinks he is, that his life is vulnerable, and that techno- world will come out regenerated? etc. It is true that the virus of
logy or scientific progress cannot protect him from pain and modesty has never killed a pseudo-philosopher!
death. And that the “man-god” so much hoped for by them is
not for tomorrow. Fortunately, a person’s weakness or fragility * Writer and essayist, latest book published “L’Europe face à
is not only a lack or incompleteness, but also a sensitivity, a l’invasion islamique” (Editions de Paris, 2019).
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According to Tariq Ramadan’s brother

Fornication is the cause of the Coronavirus!
By Ian Hamel*

W

hen Hani Ramadan, Tariq Ramadan’s elder brother, claims that
fornication and adultery are at
the origin of the coronavirus, the
public imagines that this is a verbal slip. In fact, the outings of the
director of the Islamic Centre of
Geneva (CIG) are part of a deliberate long-term strategyBorn
in 1959 in Geneva, professor of French from 1981 until his
dismissal in 2002, Doctor of Letters and Philosophy from the
University of Geneva in 1990 with a thesis entitled “Une critique de l’argument ontologique dans la tradition chrétienne”,
Hani Ramadan has a completely different intellectual baggage
than his brother Tariq (born in 1962). It was he who succeeded
his father, Saïd Ramadan - at the time of his death in 1995 - at
the head of the Islamic Centre in Geneva. Although he has
neither the physique, charisma nor oratory talents of Tariq, he
has seduced a fringe of fundamentalist Muslims, particularly
in France, by his rigorous reading of the Koran. Those who
have never been fooled by his brother’s “charm”. As the Swiss
Stéphane Lathion, co-founder of the Islam Research Group
in Switzerland, who knew the family well, points out: “Tariq
and Hani Ramadan are each bringing down the ‘herd’ on their
own.” The elder comforts the convinced, the other clears virgin land.

When, in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic, Hani Ramadan declares that one of the causes of the appearance of
new diseases “is the fact that men openly indulge in turpitude,
such as fornication and adultery, which triggers new diseases
and epidemics”, he makes a mockery of provoking the indignation, consternation, if not hilarity, of Westerners. Moreover, in his eight-minute audio sermon, the director of the CIG
drives home the point by assuring that “when the name of God
is invoked the worshipper is protected and nothing can harm
him (...) This means that if he is exposed, for example, to a
harmful or venomous animal, its venom will have no effect”...
In short, invocations replace medicines. He also insists on recalling that according to a hadith, the prophet himself would
have revealed in his time: “Turpitude does not appear among
a people (...) without the spread of epidemics and evils that did
not exist among their predecessors”. These words are likely
to fully reassure the Salafists, for whom the world must not
move since the time of the prophet.
Grandson of Hassan al-Banna, the founder of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt in 1928, Hani Ramadan made himself
known in France in September 1982 (one year after September
11) by publishing in Le Monde an article entitled “La charia
incomprise”, justifying stoning. While the National Education of the canton of Geneva suspended him from his post as
a French teacher in a secondary school, Hani Ramadan, far
from keeping a low profile, added to this. In an interview he
gave me in October 2002, he declared in Le Matin dimanche:
“In the Muslim world, forsaking prayer, drinking and fornication are crimes for which the law provides punishments (...)
Islamic law is extremely severe on the question of apostasy,
which can lead to the death penalty.”
Although he was born in Switzerland and has Swiss
nationality, Hani Ramadan explains in his book “La
femme en islam”, published in 1991, that it would
be preferable for a man to have several wives. The
public probably did not understand why Hani Ramadan could claim that fornication and adultery
were at the origin of the epidemic, when he knows
that his brother Tariq is indicted five times (four
times in France and once in Switzerland) for rape.
Although he is presumed innocent, Tariq Ramadan has been forced to admit before the examining
magistrates a great many extramarital relationships
(which he claims were consensual). Investigators also
discovered an impressive stock of pornographic photos
and videos in his home. It is not known that the five
sons and daughter Ramadan (born between 1952 and
1962) were raised by Wafa, the eldest daughter of
Hassan al-Banna.
Born on 21 April 1933 in Egypt, domiciled in Geneva since 1958, she has always retained Egyptian nationality. In the 1980s, this woman of character did not hesitate to chase her husband, Said Ramadan, out of the family
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Robel, Bryne, Norway
home when the latter, long a spokesperson for the Brotherhood
in the West, was marginalized due to a complicated private life.
It was she who instilled in her children a sense of belonging to
an almost royal, if not divine, lineage. They learned from her
that other Muslims were on earth only to serve them.
As a result, Hani Ramadan, like Tariq and his other brothers
(Aymen, Bilal, Yasser) and sister (Arwa), believed that while
the common mortals who indulged in fornication and adultery
deserved to be stoned to death, they, on the other hand, escaped it because they belonged to the family of the founder of
the Muslim Brotherhood. As a result, Ramadan is scandalized
that the justice of men can afford to reproach them. Do they
not answer for their actions only before God? Faced with the
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slightest criticism, Tariq Ramadan immediately changed his
appearance. His eyes would pop out of his head, his mouth
would twist, and he would utter a string of insults. He wouldn’t
admit that he hadn’t received a Nobel Prize!
In spite of the indictments against Tariq Ramadan, the director of the CIG never stopped defending his brother, and
condemned to the flames of hell all those who dared to criticize him. On Fridays, at the Islamic Centre in Geneva, he
called on the faithful to read his book Duty of Truth. In short,
Hassan al-Banna’s grandsons would be fully entitled to sexual
slaves!
* Journalist and writer, specialist in the Muslim Brotherhood.
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According to the CIA:

A coronavirus pandemic risks decimating
a third of the world’s pop ulation!
The appearance, in last December,
of the epidemic due to a new strain of
coronavirus, called Covid-19, and its
evolution, in barely three months, into
a pandemic swarming worldwide,
is anything but a foreseeable event.
However, a prospective study drawn
up by the CIA presented, in November
2008, a detailed « scenario »
whose developments espouse in
an extremely disconcerting way the
disturbing turn of events since the
appearance of the first cases of
Covid-19 in Wuhan, China!

O

f course, there is no question here of nourishing
any conspiracy thesis. Because the study in
question was not secret. It was the fourth edition of a prospective study by the CIA, the aim
of which is to predict the main developments
that the world situation may experience during the next two
decades.
Already in 2004, the previous edition of this study, entitled
« Mapping the global future », intended to draw up the state of
the world by 2020, succeeded in predicting the establishment
of a «new caliphate», ten years before the appearance of ISIS!
Prospecting for the coronavirus pandemic that is currently
sweeping the world is one of the «scenarios» mentioned in
the 2008 edition of this study, entitled «Global trends 2025:
A transformed world». You will find there, on page 75, a box
entitled: «Potential Emergence of a Global Pandemic»
The «scenario» mentioned does not only refer to the family
of coronaviruses, it even specifies that it could be various
strains of influenza such as the coronavirus of SARS, but Covid-19 is one of these strains (the scientific name of Covid-19
is SARS-CoV-2)!
What does this « scenario » drawn up by the CIA foresee
concerning the appearance and the evolution of this pandemic?
At first, he predicted that «the emergence of a novel, highly
transmissible, and virulent human respiratory illness for which
there are no adequate countermeasures could initiate a global
pandemic ». Then, concerning the nature and the infectious
characteristics of this pandemic, the «scenario» specifies that
«the emergence of a pandemic disease depends upon the natural genetic mutation or reassortment of currently circulating
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disease strains or the emergence of a new pathogen into the
human population. Experts consider highly pathogenic avian
influenza (HPAI) strains, such as H5N1, to be likely candidates
for such a transformation, but other pathogens - such as the
SARS coronavirus or other influenza strains - also have this
potential»
As for the reasons for the spread of such a virus on a global scale, the «scenario» warns that «if a pandemic disease
emerges, it probably will first occur in an area marked by high
population density and close association between humans
and animals, such as many areas of China and Southeast
Asia, where human populations live in close proximity to
livestock. Unregulated animal husbandry practices could allow a zoonotic disease such as H5N1 to circulate in livestock
populations - increasing the opportunity for mutation into a
strain with pandemic potential. To propagate effectively, a
disease would have to be transmitted to areas of higher population density.
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As for the reasons for the spread of such a virus on a global
scale, the «scenario» warns that «under such a scenario, inadequate health-monitoring capability within the nation of origin
probably would prevent early identification of the disease. Slow
public health response would delay the realization that a highly
transmissible pathogen had emerged. Weeks might pass before
definitive laboratory results could be obtained confirming the
existence of a disease with pandemic potential. In the interim,
clusters of the disease would begin to appear in towns and cities
within Southeast Asia. Despite limits imposed on international
travel, travelers with mild symptoms or who were asymptomatic
could carry the disease to other continents »
In view of the disconcerting precision with which this «scenario», drawn up in 2008, describes the events unfolding before our
eyes since last December, the most worrying question is to know
what it predicts about the future developments of the current Covid-19 pandemic?
On the geopolitical level, the «scenario» warns that «if a panScreen Watch - #06 / 07 - FEBRUARY / MAY 2020

demic disease emerges by 2025, internal and cross-border tension
and conflict will become more likely as nations struggle - with
degraded capabilities - to control the movement of populations
seeking to avoid infection or maintain access to resources»
As for the health consequences of this pandemic, the predictions
of the «scenario » send shock waves through the veins: «waves
of new cases would occur every few months. The absence of an
effective vaccine and near universal lack of immunity would
render populations vulnerable to infection. In this worst- case,
tens to hundreds of millions of Americans within the US Homeland would become ill and deaths would mount into the tens of
millions. Outside the US, critical infrastructure degradation and
economic loss on a global scale would result as approximately
a third of the worldwide population became ill and hundreds of
millions died»
The only downside to this terrifying prediction: the «scenario»
specifies that this is the «worst case ». Fortunately, as Claudel said,
the worst is never certain!
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Profiles

Street Art vs. Coronavirus

T

he ultimate libertarian and subversive mode
of artistic expression, street art experienced a
spectacular proliferation during the Covid-19
pandemic. At a time when museums, theatres,
concert halls and cinemas were forced to close,
and when the world of art and culture was suffering the
full force of the horrors of confinement, street art managed
to sneak out, literally and
figuratively!
From Sao Paolo to Amsterdam, from Melbourne
to Copenhagen, passing
through Mumbai, Tehran,
Rome, Barcelona and Paris, the works that accompany, illustrate and extend
the articles in this special
issue of Screen Watch testify to the strength and liveliness of this innovative
art that consists in turning
the street into an arena and
an escape route, in order
to reappropriate public
space and thus escape censorship in all its forms. An
emancipation that not only
gives it unequalled modernity and inventiveness, but
also an extreme freedom
to defy the forbidden and
to free oneself from any
established order.
This rebellious spirit has
led dozens of street artists,
famous or anonymous, to
defy the pandemic and
go beyond the barriers of
confinement, to make art
a hymn to life by bringing
to the four corners of the
world’s streets, emptied - Hula, Miami, USA
or almost emptied - of any
manifestation of social life, works that transcend the pain
of this distressing (in)human experience.
This is how this living - and therefore ephemeral - art
that is street art, rose as a standard bearer of the sorrows,
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fears, hopes and despairs of humanity, during these dark
weeks of global confinement, which saw more than 4 billion human beings forced to live in hiding.
The result is an anthology of artistic achievements that
are as diverse as they are surprising. First, there are works
that salute the courage of doctors and health care personnel. Starting with these Front Line Heroes (page 1) from
the MelbournMurals collective (Melbourne, Australia), this Masked Heart
(page 17) from OneMizer
(Paris, France), this Superwoman Nurse (page
9) from FakeNDSM
(Amsterdam,
Netherlands) or this Natersim
- Don’t Be Afraid, in
Persian (page 29) from
Xamoosh (Tehran, Iran).
Then there are works
with political connotations. Like this ode to
innocence and tolerance
(page 21) by Kobra (Sao
Paolo, Brazil), this Circulate, there’s nothing to
see (page 4) by LushAux
(Melbourne, Australia)
and this CoronaTrump
(page 5) by Welinoo (Copenhagen, Denmark).
And then, humanistic
frescoes that defy the
virus and the barriers/
prejudices it imposes.
Such as this Love in the
Time of Corona (page
23) by EmeFreethinker
(Berlin, Germany), this
Leave us alone, which
parodies Kill Bill (page
7) by HarryGrab (Rome,
Italy), these Lovers (page
33) by Pøbel (Bryne, Norway), this ball at the foot of humanity (page 18) by RebelBear (Glasgow, Scotland). And,
most striking of all, this viral wrecking ball (opposite) by
Hula (Miami, USA).
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